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Address Guyson International Ltd
Snaygill Ind. Est. 
Keighley Road, North Yorkshire 
BD23 2QR Skipton

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturers of Blast Finishing, Spray Washing & Ultrasonic Cleaning Equipment with machines specific to the Glass industry such as: flat
glass blast etching machines, automated glass decoration machines.
Formula range of blast cabinets suitable for art glass, colleges and workshops
Euroblast GL dedicated flat glass blast etching cabinets
Multiblast RXS machines for high volume hollow ware decoration 
Blast media for etching glass
Kerry ultrasonic cleaning equipment suitable for high end precision optical cleaning
Kerry ultrasonic aqueous tanks for deblocking moulds used in lens production
Kerry Microsolve systems for optoelectronics and photonics precision cleaning
Kerry KS ultrasonic tanks for removal of polishing compounds from glass lenses 
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